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SCSSL Delegates
To Meet Nov. 29

Black Awareness Leader

"They Weren't Riots,
They Were Rebellions"

By RICHARD HARPOOTLIAN
Staff Writer
College students from South Carolina will become
state "legislators" and "senators" when the fall
session of the S. C. State Student Legislature convenes Nov. 29-Dec 2 in Columbia.
Clemson will send 32 delegates with legislation covering
areas from finance to health
and education.
Representatives, elected at
each of the 13 member schools,
will conduct the mock legislative sessions in both chambers
of the state assemblies.
Scheduled this session are
committee meetings, joint sessions, officer nominating meetings, legislative sessions, a banquet in the "Top of Carolina,"
and speeches by state leaders.
Registration will be from 2-5
p.m. Wednesday at the Wade
Hampton Hotel with the first
joint session at 7 p.m. in the
state house. Committee meetings will be from 7:30-9:30 p.
m. Wednesday.
Thursday the students will
meet in committees from 8:30
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. with the officer nominating session at 3 p.
m. Legislative sessions will begin at 3:30 p.m. and the banquet will be at 7:30 p.m.
All day Friday beginning at
8:30 a.m. will be legislative sessions and again on Saturday
at 8:30 a.m. with officer election.
EACH SCHOOLisrepresented by two senators and representatives based on school enrollment. Minutes of meetings
and legislation passed are presented to the state General Assembly for consideration the
first of the year.
John Ellenberg, a Clemson
junior and the 1967 governor

ELLENBERG said of the
SCSSL, "As students in colleges
and universities in the state, we
have a great opportunity for
expression of our ideas in the
SCSSL."

Wants Coeducation

Students Angela Brown and
Judy Davis plan to present the
legislation as a part of several
bills of the Winthrop delegation
to the mock student legislature
the last of November.
The legislature, designed after the S. C. General Assemblies,
meets every year in mock assemblies for the presentation of
bills and resolutions. The bills
passed are presented to the S.
C. General Assembly.
Some 13 colleges and universities throughout the state
are members. The 1967 session will be the first time Win-

Staff Writer

"They weren't riots, man; they were rebellions."
So said Steve Wood of last summer's racial disturbances in New Jersey.
Wood, a wiry and intense Negro from Piedmont
was speaking at a Wednesday night discussion on
Black Power in Newman Hall, the Catholic Student Center.
Three visitors were Wood and
two of his colleagues, all leaders of the Black Awareness Coordinating Committee at South
Carolina State College in
Orangeburg.

The SCSSL executive board,
composed of Ellenberg, Lt.
Gov. BUI McDougall of USC
and other officers, met during
the year in Columbia for planning sessions. The sessions followed a spring planning session when delegates from members schools met to vote on
policies of the legislature.

Winthrop Delegation
ROCK HILL - At least 20
Winthrop
College
students
would like to see the girl's
school become coed.
Delegates to the fall session
of the S. C. State Student Legislature have drifted a bill to confer degrees on all men enrolled
in classes at the college.
The bill, mock legislature,
would amend Section 22-412 of
the Code of Laws of South
Carolina, 1962, stating, "The
provisions of this section shall
apply to men enrolled in day
classes, summer classes, evening classes or extension classes."
The amended section would
then read, "The trustees may
confer on and grant diplomas
to all persons who satisfactorily
complete the prescribed courses
of study and training in such
institution. The provisions of
this section shall apply to men
enrolled in day classes, summer classes, evening classes or
extension classes.

By JIM FREDERICK

of the SCSSL commented, "Bills
last year ranged from changes
in abortion laws to giving the
18-year olds the right to vote,
to legalize liquor by the drink,
and to provide tax exemption
for college students' parents."
Included in the Elks' sponsored state organization are
Clemson, USC, Winthrop, Citadel, Columbia College, Converse, Furman, Limestone,
Wofford, Newberry, PC, College of Charleston, and USC
Beaufort Extension.

According to Press Secretary
of the SCSSL Harry Tinsley
of Clemson, "A lot of planning is conducted for the fall session. McDougall and Ellenberg
have been outstanding in their
efforts to improve the legislature."
Tinsley also commented, "Of
course, the legislative sessions
are the highlight of the convention, but the political finagling for votes for officer candidates gives rises to emotions."

Number 13

Miss Clemson University

Cheryl Jensen Is
Crowned Miss CU
The new Miss Clemson
is Miss CherylJensen, a21
year old history major
from Myrtle Beach.
Cheryl was crowned last
Friday at Tigerama by
University President R. C.
Edwards and Miss Marty
Jones, the retiring Miss
Clemson.
She is a member of Newman Club and the International Student Association and is employed as a

waitress at the Clemson
House.
Miss Jensen intends to
enter graduate school at
the University of Virginia
when she graduates from
Clemson.
She cited three professors that have been most
valuable in her Clemson
education: M. C. Bell in
math, J. V. Reel in history,
and Vernon Hodges in
architecture.

throp has presented any legislation concerning the conferring of men's degrees.

The discussion generated
considerable heat, but no manifest hostility, in the group of
white and black Clemson students.
The questions raised and the
opinions ventured showed that
Negroes themselves do not fully
agree on either the meaning or
tactics of "Black Power," but
they like the phrase.
FOR SOME, it means little
more than flexing their ethnic
voting muscle. For the S. C.
State students, however, it
means a sweeping effort to
create a self-conscious black
community, proud of its identity and steeped in its own cultural values, derived in part
from an African past.
One of the Clemson men
denied that black Americans
could develop much of a sense
of identity with African life, be-

By

"Of course,"Mr. Duval said,
"both of these depends on definition. Just what is crude and
profane, and just what stirring
up trouble means."
When asked if the program
had stirred up any trouble in

"Now, by stirring up, Iwould
mean some overt act, one riot
—something of this kind. I have
read of nothing of this kind
in the national press or the S.
C. press dealing with the rest of
the country or in any part of
the country as result of the program. The program got good
reviews in the Washington Post,
in the Boston newspapers, it
got mixed reviews in the New
York Times, it got a good review in the Charlotte Observer,
in fact, an article in the Charlotte Observer said that the ETV
program got off to a good
start."
He said that he therefore believed that the feelings about
the program stirring things up
or causing racial trouble, were
unfounded.
Duval was asked what has
been done, or what can be done
about the matter. He said a
group of professors here have
proposed a discussion on how

controversial programs can be
acceptable, and whether pressure will be put on ETV programs.
"If ETV is going to cater to
political demands or pressures
or censorship or however you
want to put it, then the right of
people to know is seriously in
jeopardy."

As the discussion formally
ended, small knots of white and
black were still discussing the
issues with great feeling, but
little rancor. One fact was clear:
there are almost as many definitions of Black Power as there
are black persons.

LYNX WRIGHT
Staff Writer

15-year-old Frankie Morehead of Westminster has lain
unconscious for more than two
months in the Oconee Memorial
Hospital.

STAN" PEREZ
Staff Writer
the places in which it was televised Duval said that he had
not read where there had been
any stirring up.

The advocates of Black
Awareness vigorously repudiated this view and argued that
Negro intellectuals should not
seek assimilation into white society. Rather, they should forsake their individualism and return to the black community to
promote its development.
The Black Power movement
confess most of its advocates,
is through with waiting for
whites to concede justice to the
Negroes.
The blacks will see to it themselves, not from a racist desire,
but from a wish to be able to
meet with whites on something
of a level of equal strength.

Family Needs Aid; Son
Unconscious From Wreck

Prof. Duval Criticizes Blackout Of
ETV Program, "The Black Arts' "
Mr. John C. DuVal, Assistant
Professor of Speech, was interviewed this week by The Tiger
on his views concerning the
blackout of the ETV program,
"The Black Arts."
Mr. Henry J. Cauthen, Director of the S. C. Educational
Television network, gave two
reasons for censoring the program. Newspapers first quoted
him as saying "it was lewd
and obscene"—which he later
said was a misquote by the
newspapers, and corrected by
saying that he said "crude and
profane." Secondly, he said that
the program was designed to
stir up trouble, and that he
thought there had been too
much stirring up already—he
thought it was time to settle
things down in constructive television.

cause their values are largely
the same as those of American
society in general. They simply
want an opportunity to realize
them more fully.

that this was not away to judge
a play.
"I see no evidence that in S.
C. there was any kind of situation like in Cleveland or in
Gary, Indiana. We had no elections, and we have had no
trouble whatsoever so the
blackout of the program fails
the 'clear and present danger
test'."

Duval said, however, that in
the censorship of any kind of
expression,
the Landmark
case, which occurred in 1933,
over a radio broadcast concerning James Joyce's Ulysses,
established the principle that a
literary work must be judged
as a whole, and in terms of the
intentions of the author. So,
any judgement of the play as
being crude and profane would
have to take in consideration
the whole work.

When asked what was to be
done with the petition that was
signed by more than 500 people
on the Loggia, Mr. DuVal said
that the petition has already
been delivered to Mr. Cauthen
on Monday of this week, and he
graciously accepted it, showed
the students that went there
around the station, did an excellent job of receiving them,
and explained to them his
points of view.

"In other words, you could
not take words out of the play
or phrases out of the play and
condemn it or censor it on that
basis. This could be done, but
what I mean is that the Supreme
Court of the United States said

"We're hoping that this petition and any programs we
may have on TV,"Mr. DuVal
concluded, "will tend to develop
a climate in the state so that censorship is not possible without
getting some protest."

Injured in a one car accident
on Labor Day, Frankie has a
skull fracture, brain damage,
and chest injuries. There was
little hope for his recovery for
most of the two months; however, recently there have been
signs that he is slowly improving.
There is now hope that he will
regain consciousness and recover from his injuries.
Grouped with his family's
worries over his critical condition are Frankie's mounting
hospital bills, which are now
approximately $7,800.
Mrs. Morehead, who is employed at Clemson, obtained
a leave of absence to stay with
her son, thus reducing the medical expense of providing
around - the -clock nurses. Mr.
Morehead spends four hours a
day with Frankie, and the other
two Morehead boys spend several hours a day with their
brother.
Although he had hospital insurance through the firm for
which he works, Mr. Morehead
said that it will not cover his
son's hospital bill.
The Moreheads have faith in
Frankie's recovery, and they
feel that a way will be found to
pay the bills.
Anyone who would like to
participate in the effort to ameliorate the Morehead's financial
burdens should send contributions to "The Frankie Fund,"
C/O Mrs. Helen Meares, Crop
Pest Commission, Room 305,
Long Hall.

Class Schedule
The Office of Admissions and Registration has
announced that on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, Nov. 20, 21, and 22, classes will follow a
Thursday, Friday, Saturday schedule. Thanksgiving holidays will officially begin after the student's last class on Wednesday, Nov. 22.

AAUP Lecture
The Clemson chapter of the American Association
of University Professors announces a public lecture
to be held on Tuesday, Nov. 28, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Olin Hall Auditorium.
The topic for discussion is "Faculty Participation
in University Government."
The evening's speaker will be Charles M. Larsen,
professor of mathematics at SanJose State College.
Dr. Larsen earned his A. B. and A. M. degrees
from Cornell and his Ph.D. from Stanford. A
member of Phi Beta Kappa, he has worked with
the National Science Foundation and the Mathematical Association of America. While on active
duty in the U. S. Navy, Dr. Larsen gained the rank
of lieutenant (j.g.). During the current academic
year he is a staff associate in the Washington office of the AAUP.
The Clemson chapter is also planning, for midJanuary, a faculty forum on Vietnam.

CDA Refunds
Refunds for the CDA dance on Friday, Nov.
10, will be given in the dining hall at the noon
and evening meals. There will be no refunds after
Thanksgiving vacation. You must have your ticket
to receive your refund.

State Pep Rally
Tonight at 7:30 p.m., there will be a pep rally,
starting on the upper quad. The cheerleaders and
Tiger Band will be there and skits will be presented. The pep rally will then proceed to the field
behind the stadium, where there will be a bonfire
and a burning in effigy of the Wolfpack.

Novelist To Read
Max Steele, Greenville native, novelist, and short
story writer, will read a selection from his short
stories on Wednesday, Nov. 29, at 4 p.m., in
Physics Auditorium 101.
Mr. Steele is currently Chairman of the Department of Creative Writing at the University of North
Carolina and has recently been chosen by the National Humanities Foundation as one of six writers
to seek out new writing talent in the United States.
Mr. Steele's first novel, Debby, was selected by
Katherine Anne Porter and Shirley Jackson as
the Harper Prize Novel for 1950. Debby was reissued several months ago under the title of The
Goblins Must Go Barefoot and is now available in
paperback at the university bookstore. Mr. Steele
has also published many short stories in leading
little magazines and has been an advisory editor
of Paris Review, along with William Styron, since
1953.
The reading is being sponsored by the English
Department.
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Still Display Winner, Alpha Phi Omega

Moving Display Winner, Kappa Delta Chi

Aftermath of Homecoming
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TIMBER LANES
3 Garnet $1.15
4 9M. • 5 P.M.
Men. • Fri.
and
Sat. 10 A.M.. 5 P.M.
55c After 5 P.M.
SENECA, S. C.
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The Olympic Ski Jump in
Innsbruck, Austria (right) and
the Assembly Hall of Illinois in
Urbana, III. (above).

STAMP IT!

IT'S THE RAGE
REGULAR
MODEL

ANY SO
3 LINE TEXT IS
The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. W * 2".

Send check or money order. Be
sure to include your Zip Code. No
postage or handling charges. Add
sales tax.
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed
THE MOPP CO.
P. 0, Box 18623 Lenox Square Station
ATLANTA, GA., 30326

Thurs.-Fri. & Sat.
Nov. 16-17-18
GEORGE PEPPARD
DEAN MARTIN
JEAN SIMMONS

"ROUGH NIGHT IN
JERICHO"
IN COLOR

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
INTERVIEWING
ON CAMPUS
THIS IS IT! / Bob Newhart W/WS 1717

NOVEMBER 20

WARNER BROS./SEYEN ARTS RECORDS, INC.)

%

Special Late Show Fii.
Night, Nov. 17 at 10:30 P.M.
HUGH O'BRIEN
SHIRLEY EATON
in

"TEN LITTLE INDIANS"
IN COLOR
Sun. & Mon. - Nov. 19-20
JIM HUTTON
DOROTHY PROVINE
JOEY BISHOP

"WHO'S MINDING
THE MINT"
IN COLOR
Tues. & Wed. - Nov. 21-22
TROY DONAHUE
ANDREA DROMM
in

"COME SPY WITH ME"
IN COLOR

Clemson Theatre

BiC Medium Point 19*

Lee Gallery To Exhibit
Engineering Photographs
Twentieth Century Engineering, an exhibition of enlarged
photographs and plans of 148
projects in 28 countries, will be
presented at the Rudolph Lee
Gallery.School of Architecture
from Nov. 16 to Dec. 3.
Originally shown at the Museum of Modern Art in the summer of 1964, it was selected by
Arthur Drexler, Director of the
Museum's Department of Architecture and Design. Adapted
for circulation by Ludwig
Glaeser, Associate Curator of
Architecture, the exhibition will
travel in the United States under
the Museum's program of circulating exhibitions.

BiC Fine Point 2S«

The Hugger'

*(M3

larger photographs; all 148
projects are shown in detail, including plans, sections or elevations; and the accompanying
text contains necessary data
and explains each project's
function and importance. Thus
the exhibition is for visitors with
a special interest in the subject
and for specialists.
"Because engineers deal with
technical problems, their decisions must be rationally determined," Mr. Drexler says,
"But it is not true that technical problems admit one kind
of solution only. No matter
how rigorously objective an
engineer may be, he must still
make some decisions independently of objective, demonstrable fact. It is in these subject decisions that he will reveal
his personal preferences, his

sense of form, and those individual responses that make up
taste."
"Engineering as an art affords us each individual characteristics as the aristocratic
elegance and restraint of Robert Maillart; the extravagant
playfulness of Felix Candela;
the expressive rhetoric of Pier
Luigi Nervi; and the ethereal
pragmatism of Buckminsterl
Fuller."
The exhibition includes thirty-twa dams and accessory
structures such as spillways
built in countries like Iran, the
United Arab Republic, Algeria,
China, Russia, Italy, France,
Luxembourg, Switzerland, and
the reservoir of the largest
pumped-storage plant in Vianden, Luxembourg.

(Continued on page 8)

Guess

Despite
fiendish torture
dynamic BiC Duo
writes first time,
every time!
BIC'S rugged pair of
stick pens wins again
in unending war
against ball-point
skip, clog and smear.
Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still
writes first time, every
time. And no wonder.
BIC'S "Dyamite" Ball
is the hardest metal
made, encased in a
solid brass nose cone.
Will not skip, clog
or smear no matter
what devilish abuse
is devised for them
by sadistic students.
Get the dynamic
BIC Duo at your
campus store now.

The exhibition shows engineering projects at architectural
scale, such as dams, spillways,
tunnels, earthworks, roads,
bridges, as well as giant instruments, enclosures for storage,
work, and public assembly.
"The problems engineers
solve cut across economics, politics, art and science—affecting
the lives of all men," Mr. Drexler says in the introduction to
the show. "Engineering is
among the most rewarding of
the arts, not only because^
produces individual masterpieces, but also because it is
an art grounded in social responsibility. "
The subject is treated for the
first time by The Museum of
Modern Art. Twenty-seven of
the projects, selected for their
beauty, historic interest or monumental scale, are shown in the

Camaro SS Coupe

'68 Camaro:

who forgot
his IMoDoz

Accelerates smoother, hugs the road tighter,
rides quieter than ever before.
A quiet car speaks for itself.
That's why Chevrolet went
all out to make the '68
Camaro smoother, steadier
and more silent than ever.
Camaro's famous roadhugging performance has
been improved with a refined
suspension system.
Camaro's big-car ride has
been improved, too. Soft
rubber cushions snuff out

road noise and vibrations.
Even Camaro's new Astro
Ventilation works for your
peace and quiet. Adjustable
venr-ports built in the
instrument panel let outside
air circulate without wind or
noise. You don't even have
to open a window! It all adds
up to the silent ride of quality.
See for yourself. Put a hushed
'68 Camaro through its paces
at your Chevrolet dealer's.

All these Chevrolet
quality features, too:
• Unitized all-welded
Body by Fisher.
• Power team choices up
to a 396-cubic-inch V8.
• Self-adjusting SafetyMaster brakes with
dual cylinders.

Be smart! Be sure! Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer's.

An automatic buzzer
that reminds you to
take your keys with
you.
Proved safety features
like the GM-developed
energy-absorbing
steering column and
many new ones that
include armrestshielded door handles.

GM
K CF EXCELLENCE

All Chevrolets are priced for greater value! The lowest priced 1968 Chevrolets are (models not shown): Corvair 500 Sport Coupe
$2,220.00; Chevy II Nova Coupe $2,199.00; Camaro Sport Coupe $2,565.00; Chevelle 300 Coupe $2,318.00; Chevrolet
Biscayne 2-Door Sedan $2,558.00; Corvette Convertible $4,320.00.
Manufacturer's suggested retail prices including Federal Excise Tax,
suggested dealer delivery and handling charges. Transportation charges, accessories, optional equipment, state and local taxes additional.

As Gulliver discovered, falling asleep at the wrong time can be downright embarrassing,
even for a Big Man on Campus. Ah, well, it can happen to the best of us. Your eyelids
droop. Your attention wanders. You're drowsy all over. Quick! Take a couple of NoDoz.
NoDoz really works to help you stay alert. Keep some handy, in your
pocket, your medicine chest, the glove compartment of your car.
NoDoz. It's non habit-forming. Take NoDoz. Show 'em they can't
keep a good man down.

THE ONE TO TAKE WHEN YOU HAVE TO STAY ALERT.
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College Of Ag Bio
Offers Many Fields
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Students Try To
Obtain More Power

By JUDY BEACH
in this same direction. The major effort in research today is
being devoted to the development of better quality products
that will help to put S. C. foremost in the mind of the consumer," Dr. Garrison reported.
Specific areas of improvement of quality and marketing
are products such as tobacco,
cottons, soybeans, poultry, and
livestock.

The College of Agriculture
and Biological Sciences is much
broader than is realized, because it includes not only resident instruction, but also research, extension, and public
service.
"Clemson's department of agriculture has employees located
necessarily in every county in
the state," remarked W. H.
Wiley, dean of the College of
Agriculture and Biological
Sciences.
Dr." j. W. Jones, director of
resident instruction, Dr. 0. B.
Garrison, director of the agricultural experiment station
and director of research in agriculture, and Mr. G. B. Nutt,
director of extension, all agreed
that, because Clemson's department of agriculture has interests
throughout the state, it could be
said that the entire state is Clemson's campus.

THE TIGER

As a specific example Dean
Wiley stated, "As a result of
this experimentation, S. C. tobacco has consistently brought
the highest price on the fluecured market during the past
several years.

"The situation with cotton has
undergone reversal in the past
three years with total industry
having
become completely conThe purpose of the state crop
test commission, headed by J. scious of the need to produce
H. Cochran, is to prevent the a fiber that is grown for use
in the textile industry, rather
L. C. HAMILTON, informa- introduction or spread of in- than being grown for the sake
tion specialist for agricultural jurious plant pests in South of growing cotton—most of
communications, stated that the Carolina.
which was going into governCollege of Agriculture and BioR. H. Garrison is the Direc- ment loan warehouses prior to
logical Sciences has a larger
three years ago."
staff of trained personnel than tor of Crop Improvement and
Wiley also said that recently
Seed
Certification
for
the
source
any other school or college in
a program was developed and
of
seed
of
known
purity
and
Clemson University, but it is
published which in all likelinot top-heavy with personnel origin. Dr. J. W. Jones stated hood will serve as a guide for
because the statewide research that the program of study for the development and expansion
and educational responsibili- the College of Agriculture and of various agricultural comties need a large and capable Biological Sciences is a fabric modities in S. C. to the year
of science and technology and
staff.
is not only for the development 1980.
He concluded, "These projecOur programs in agriculture of technical skills.
tions indicate that over the span
are cooperative with the United
He also stated, "The program of years we will move from
States Department of Agriculis
presently under committee re- about $440 million per year
ture, and funds are available
view
for modernizing all teach- to roughly $ 1 billion per year
from federal as well as state
ing
programs,
and the results in farm market receipts. These
appropriation," said Dean I
will
be
finalized
this year for goals, we hope, can be attained
Wiley.
through closely coordinated
Dr. Garrison included, operation in 1968."
programs of Clemson Univer"Grants from commercial comBecause the Biological sity in direct cooperation with
panies and foundations, and re- Sciences are closely associated the farm population and the
turns from products grown
agriculture, they are com- farm-oriented business in the
from research are additional with
state."
bined
into one college.
sources of funds for the research
"In the biological sciences,
program and the extension ser- biology—the
major course with
vice. "
options
in
zoology
and botany
The public services rendered —is designed to satisfy
the needs
by Clemson's department of ag- of other curricula besides agriculture are of mostly regula- riculture, such as engineering,
tory nature. Fertilizer inspec- pre-med, pre-dentistry, nurstion and analysis, directed by ing, and liberal arts," Jones
B. D. Cloaninger, includes pro- continued.
curing official samples for
analysis to inspect for proper
"The number of career opporbag printing, for proper tunities available at competitive
Dance weekends at C. U. are
weights of fertilizer, and for cor- salary levels for our graduates quite well known, the "big
rect guarantee.
in various departments vary name" bands, the fraternity
The livestock poultry health from 3-9 job opportunities per parties and the imported girls.
department, directed by Dr.
graduate and the types are quite I'll agree it's loads of fun but...
Carl Boyd, is charged with the varied," Dean Wiley added.
control and eradication of conDear old Manning Hall was
tagious, infectious, and comClemson University's exten- built to house around 430 girls.
municable diseases of livestock sion service is responsible for On these beloved dance weekand poultry and with the intra- conducting the cooperative edu- ends, Manning manages to
state and interstate movement cational and demonstration house around 800 of those
of livestock and poultry.
programs in agriculture and squealing, giggling girls and I
home economics of Clemson happen to be one of them.
University and the USDA with
During Homecoming weekall the people of South Caroend I decided to undertake the
lina.
More effective agricultural task of writing this article for
production and marketing The Tiger. Much of my free
through research is the goal of time was spent wandering
the S. C. agricultural experi- around the dorm taking notes
on the changes that took place
mental station.
"Research work is being car- because of the 400 extra, imried on covering every major ported girls.
The idea about writing the
Two Clemson students are incommodity produced in this
vestigating a Student Power
state, and extension education- article had just struck me while
Conference in Minneapolis,
al programs are being beamed I was on the elevator. Some
Minnesota, this weekend.
Student Body Secretary Dave
Merry and Tiger Editor-inchief Harry Tinsley left today
for the four-day meeting, sponsored by the National Student
Association.
Tinsley and Merry will attend
all functions of the NSA national meeting and will report
extensively upon return to
Clemson.
"The trip is a part of a continuous effort by student government to evaluate NSA activities, " said Merry.
Tinsley commented, "The
Tiger has a responsibility to
the student body and student
government to evaluate NSA
as objectively and fully as possible."
The Tiger will carry features
and editorials on the conference
Downtown
Clemson
in the Dec. 1 edition.

Agriculture Department employees work in
the lab to find better methods for farming.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (CPS)
—Students at Miles College
have been talking with administrators for three years about
obtaining more power and responsibility in the decisions
which affect their education,
and they are tired of waiting.
The Student Government Association has decided that students at this predominately
Negro institution should quit
talking and turn to "more militant action" if the administration does not act soon to give
students a significant amount
of influence in running the
school.
Just to show that they mean
business this time, about 600
students attempted to literally
close down the school last week.
Students staged sit-ins in front
of the major buildings on campus and blocked trucks and
cars from entering the campus.
Although the demonstration
lasted only one day, student
leaders think it was "totally
successful." Ronald Jackson,
student government vice president, said there is "a new feeling of communication on campus" and there are new indications that some of the student
demands may be accepted by
the administration.
Nevertheless, the demonstration may still backfire for the
students. About 40 leaders of
the protest, including Jackson
and Student Government president Clarence Wrencher, have
received summons to appear
before the Disciplinary Committee. They fear that they may
face expulsion or suspension
In addition, several athletes
who participated in the demonstration were told that they
may lose their scholarships.
If any of the protesters are
punished, the student reaction
is expected to be severe, especially in light of the behavior
of some faculty members dur-

Greenville Headquarters for
Gant

Villager
Cox-Moore
Corbin
John Meyer

Coed Bemoans Dance Weekend

Student
Power

ing the demonstration. Jackson said the students were "completely non-violent," but that
"two or three faculty members
went home and got guns and
came back to intimidate the
demonstrators."
Jackson said, "All we want is
student power, a voice in academic and administrative policies which affect students. "Specifically, the students are demanding the abolishment of
the Disciplinary Committee to
be replaced by an all-student
court; a teacher evaluation program; representation on major administrative committees;
and curriculum changes in the
social science department, including more Negro history
courses and a course in African culture.
Students also are upset by
other things. "They charge us
$2.50 for a medical fee, andyou
can't even get an aspirin on
campus," one student said. Another student leader said the official campus newspaper has
not published an edition in two
years because the administration has not provided the
money.
Before the demonstration, the
administration had made no
concessions to the students,
Jackson said. "There's a credibility gap on our campus. It
comes down to the difference
between talk and action. We
were demanding the same
things three years ago, and no
action has been taken."
The student leaders are not
sure what they will do next if
their demands continue to be
ignored. They are waiting to
see if the Disciplinary Committee takes any action against
them. But one thing is sure,
Jackson said. "If the administration doesn't come around,
we will think of some new methods to ameliorate the conditions
of students on our campus."

By ANGELA RAIXEY
Tiger Columnist
cute little girl behind me was
relating to her friend about how the machine every drop of milk
absolutely divine Homer had was gone. I decided I'd have to
gotten since he had been in col- settle for a cigarette and a cup
lege. I turned around just in of coffee (without cream). So I
time to see a set of big brown proceeded to the cigarette maeyes turn flips and then she chine, only to find that one of
let out a squeal that could have the mob had gotten the last pack
broken the sound barrier. Oh, of my menthols. That narrowed
my nourishment to a cup of cofmy aching head.
While the girl was drooling, fee (without cream) and a nicowe were on our way to the tine fit.
ground floor. After finally manAfter waiting 15 minutes for
aging to get out of the elevator
I started around to the milk the elevator, I squeezed my way
machine. On my way I ran into in. The elevator stopped to unsome chubby import with four load and reload on the first
half pints of milk, three sand- floor. Some bowlegged cutie
wiches, six packs of cigarettes came squalling on and screamand some cakes and potato ing about Wilbur not wanting
to go steady anymore.
chips.
Suddenly she went into a fit
"Well, there goes my half pint and stomped my foot. "Oh,
of milk," I thought to myself. well, there went dancing for
By the time I put my dime in Saturday night." By the time

I reached my floor I was ready
for the looney-house.
(Continued on page 8)
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Put a Volkswagen fastback in a race with the
rest of the fastbacks around today and it would
lose hands down.
Even at top speed it wouldn't stand a chance
against a 350 h.p. job. (Our fastback cruises at

PEPSI
and
THE TIGERS

about 84.)
Today a lot of people spend a lot of money on
a car because it's big and fast.
But the strange thing is, when they buy a car
/with so much speed and power, they seldom stop
to think where they'll be able fo use it.
Do you need a 350 h.p. engine to take you
downtown?
Or for a ride in the country?
Or for that once-a-year vacation trip? (Even
on the highway you can't use a hundred-mile-anhour car. Remember, the fastest you can go on
most highways is only 70.)
This is exactly why we made the VW Fastback
the way we did. Its 65 horsepower engine gets
you out on the thruway quickly. And with that
many horses in a Volkswagen, there's plenty of
power for highway passing.
Our fastback has its engine in the rear and it's
air-cooled. (That means no water or anti-freeze.)
And since it doesn't have a lot of idle horses to
feed, you'll still be able to get up to 27 miles on a
gallon of gas.
You can buy a sensible fastback like this for the
sensible price of $2,175.*
And never miss the power you didn't pay for.

POUR IT ON!
College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please send me a free Sheraton Student I.D. Card:

Who can put a price tag
on a good climbing tree?
Or on a campsite, cool
and shady beside a
stream full of fish?
The beauty of southern
forests... the enjoyment
they provide... are priceless. Therefore, they
must be protected. By
you—by me. By being
careful—and by remembering: Nature's not for
sale.
HELP SMOKEY
5fc,BEAR PREVENT
FOREST FIRES
r IN THE SOUTH

Name:
Address;.

We're holding
the cards.
Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student I.D. How much depends on
Where and when you stay.
And the Student I.D. card is free to begin with.
Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
good place.
, .

Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns (Sj
155 Hotels and Motor Inns in major cities.

Frank Myers Motors, Inc.
3302 N. Main Street
Anderson, S. C.

AUTHORIZED
DEALER

'SUGGESTED RETAIL, PRICE EAST COAST P. O. E., LOCAL TAXES AND
OTHER DEALER DELIVERY CHARGES, IF ANY, ADDITIONAL. WHITEWALLS
OPTIONAL AT EXTRA COST.
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How To Build A Homecomin

77ie opinions expressed herein are those of the
individual writer, with the exception of the lead
editorial, which represents the opinion of The
Tiger senior staff and is written by the Editorin-Chief, unless otherwise indicated.

By CHUCK WHITNEY, Associate Editor
Once upon a time, there was
a small pink cloud being briskly pushed around the heavens
by a cool autumn breeze. Seated uponst said cloud were three
nether spirits, noticeably bored.
There's really not much to do
on a pink cloud in the fall, except change the time to Eastern
Standard, and that had already
been done.
The No. 1 spirit, yclept Freddie, sighed and asked for suggestions of things to do. No.
2, named Dismas, sighed equally deeply, scratched his wart
and looked at No. 3, named
Mormal, belovedly known as
Dullard to his union of nether
spirits.

Clemson, S. C, Friday, November 17, 1967

The ETV Censorship A Protection Of Morals
Give Henry J. Cauthen, the director of the S. C. Educational TV station, the "Big Brother" award.
How unusual is South Carolina
that someone can be a judge of the
moral integrity of the state's residents?
How unusual is this state, so desperately in need for thought-provoking material on national issues, that
a program designed to provoke
thought is kept from the public because "it might stir things up"?
What a disgrace for the state's advancement in education that its nationally-acclaimed ETV physical facilities are not able to carry a program aired by 90 out of 119 ETV
stations nationally...and to think we
along with three other Southern states
were the only states not to carry the
program.
The program, "Day of Absence,"
intended to determine who speaks for
the Negro in America, was aired by
the North Carolina stations and acclaimed by a leading N C. newspaper as "a good start. "
As was stated by the Clemson chapter of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP), "The
people of North Carolina are...no
strangers to controversy lately, yet
they could see this program and we
have heard of no vast upheavals
from that state or any other state as
a result of the program."North Carolina is our sister state?
The program was to be the first

of a public affairs series of the Public Broadcast Laboratory and was
to be aired on the public, tax supported S. C. ETV station. Although
the second program in the series was
broadcasted by the state ETV network this week, there remains the
fact of the first cancellation and the
chance of future censorship.

"Hey Morm," mumbled Dismas, "what we going to do this
weekend?"
"Gee, Dis, Idunno. Why don't
we build a Homecoming?"
"Fine, Morm, buddy," uttered Freddie from his corner,
"but what do we have to do?"
"It goes like this:"
And thus Mormal, or Dullard
as you will, explained the basics
of Homecoming making:
"First, you take a small-tomedium - sized technicallyoriented cow college, sow5,000
square yards of grass seed and
find two football teams, one of
which is preferably a little worse
than the other.
"Second, you find 11 to 30

groups who love to cut tissue
paper and insert it into chicken wire on a cold Thursday
night. Then you find 11 to 30
drunks with mischief in their
hearts and a desire to destroy.
"Third, you dig up 1500
slighdy bleary-eyed and timeworn youngsters quite willing
to take a risk of paying five
bucks to crowd into a steamy
dining hall that some other
overworked and undercredited
youngsters decorate and pay
$10 an hour to air-condition
poorly and take the risk of not
being able to hear a singing
group that they didn't particularly want to hear anyway.
So they all get a little drunker

"On Behalf Of The Board Of Trustees ..

»

Cauthen stated that PBL programs
"will be carefully screened." If future
programs are "screened," then the
right for South Carolinians to hear
national issues is liable to be infringed
upon by the operators of the ETV
station.
Some Clemson students and professors have already signed a petition protesting the cancellation and
sent it to Cauthen. Although 500 signatures were recorded, the protesting
does not have to end there.

"After the extremely exciting
first half of the football game,
it is required that at least seven
different activities requiring five
minutes each be planned for a
halftime lasting 20 minutes.
The preferable order of events
would run something like this:

We urge Clemson students, faculty,
staff, community residents, alumni,
and other state residents to write
Cauthen in care of the ETV station
in Columbia protesting the cancellation, and demanding that PBL programs carried nationally be aired in
South Carolina. We urge the citizens
of this state to refuse to be regarded
as too reactionary to listen to issues
that may differ from their own views.
We urge South Carolinians to try
to eliminate ignorance through a desire to learn...and we urge Henry J.
Cauthen to assume the role as an educator and not a protector of morals.

Life On The Outside Is Different
By ERNIE STALLWORTH, Editor, 1966-67 Tiger
The world, according to usually well-informed sources, is
going to hell.
—Dwight MacDonald
Homecoming, for those other
than college students, has no
meaning. Fall, for us 'on the
outside', has no real meaning.
Time is not measured here by
seasons, or semesters and the
weekends flow together, becoming a stream of different experiences.
Life is planned in intervals of
five, ten or even 20 years. Goals
become long-range and isolated events are seen in a different perspective. Urgency is
gone, and with its going, in the
fall of 1967, comes a sense of
inadequacy and impending disaster.
Urgency goes as individual
goals are substituted for social
and national goals. Individual
goals are necessary for sanity
on the outside and I, a Clemson graduate of six months, am
going • through the transition
necessary for sanity.

Madness is seldom a problem on the college campus, and
the reason is relatively simple.
On most campuses change
comes easily and quickly. Even
at Clemson change is becoming increasingly easier. The
bureaucracy is small, the president is willing to listen and
he can usually bring change by
decree. On the outside, it's dif' ferent.
It's different because here the
individual is powerless. The
new industrial state is monstrously large; government is
big; and the power to change is
in the hands of those in their
50's.
We of recent college vintage
will come to power in about 30
years, but those who have considered the implications of the
events in our world are convinced that 30 years will be too
late.
Civilization as it is knownby
the western world is dying. It
is not being killed by lethal
blows of the mythical Communist conspiracy, but by in-

ternal hemorrhaging of longstricken organs. In part, it's
dying as a result of a paranoid fear of the Communist,
and now the Yellow, Peril.
Progressive democracy has
been failing a long time, but
the results of that failure are
only now self-evident: America's cities are aflame; over 14,000 young men are dead in a
small Southeast Asian country;
and nothing can be done.
Nothing can be done. The
educational system, built for the
elite, will continue to condemn
the children of the slums to
death at an early age.
Nothing can be done. Justice
and the poor will still be
strangers within a judicial system which favors the rich with
lawyers and bonds.
Nothing can be done. The
United States is committed over
the globe both militarily and
economically to be the policemen of the world. And the policemen of the world will be bled
white.
Nothing can be done. Racism

has gripped a nation so fully
that every black child will grow
up to be called inferior and
"nigger."
Nothing can be done. Cities
vote down desperately-needed
bonds for education, the ghettos, and streets; states abdicate
responsibility; and the federal
bureaucracy multiplies.
Nothing can be done. A
young president might have inspired a nation to action, but he
is dead and the faces that now
loom on the national political
scene are those of the past, reflect the philosophy of the past,
and, like the past, are of no use.
I do not mean to suggest the
country cannot be saved; it can
be. The job, compounded by
years of neglect, would require
a massive shift in priorities.
The billions being poured into
jungles and space would have
to be redeployed into education
and the ghettos.
The sad truth, however, is
that billions will not be redeployed. Even now the Congress
threatens to cut antipoverty

Not Many Letters To The Editors This Week Homecoming Half-Time, And Snyder Are Targets
Go Jeff!
Dear Editor,
The whole school can go to
h—! Or have we already? It
appears that I am bitter, and
I am.
It's pretty darn poor that
the PR's have to work as hard
as they do every afternoon to
represent the school, and when
they try to perform, the university president has to announce the display winners, the
alumni president to have his
say, the secretary of the class
of '42 has to say a few words
and the teams have to play
football.
Dean Cox, cut off their funds
—we must not want them.
Jeff Lapin
Student Body Treasurer

Big Stick
Dear Editor,
In reference to Pete Snyder's
column: if it weren't for technology, we would all be out

in the woods hunting for dinner
with a big stick. Need I say
more?
Charles H. Courtney
Class of '69

PR Insult
Dear Editor,
It is obvious that there is a
lack of efficiency and consideration in the athletic department. The most recent example
is the scheduling of the Homecoming halftime ceremonies.
Not only is part of the Tiger
Band almost run over, but President Edwards is forced (I say
forced, because I know that a
Southern gentleman like Dr.
Edwards would not wish to interrupt a performance by anyone to announce such a petty
subject—the winners in the display contest—to destroy an almost perfect demonstration of
crack-drill as presented by the
Clemson Pershing Rifles.
Perhaps the most ironic part
of the situation is that the Administration invited the PR's
to perform for the school, and

then the University did not see
fit to allot the time required for
the entire performance, much
less the whole halftime ceremony. And then, to disrupt it
still more, someone sent the
teams onto the field before the
PR's were off.

and a little louder and become
a great deal more impatient
with the overworked group who
really isn't responsible for the
whole mess and really does feel
bad about it.
"Next, you round up another
bunch of overworked students
willing to devote a few thousand hours of sleeping time to
gathering up about 10,000 people into half of a football stadium so that they can watch
skits making reference to a rather insignificant court case that
the skitbuilders didn't particularly like and perhaps know
very little about. Then you have
an elephanj walk across the
stage....
"After you get the two football
teams and your 5,000 square
yards of grass, you place the
former upon the latter and wait
for something to happen, as is
usually the case. First, however, you require 35,000
screaming spectators to hear at
least forty announcements over
a loudspeaker when the fans
have malice only upon their
hearts and care absolutely
nothing about where the nearest
comfort station or ABC agent
is, since they have all been in
the same stadium at least twice
before and pretty much know
where to find them and even if
they didn't, the folks on both
sides of them would.
It is of absolute necessity to
have at least 2,000 children
under the age of eight at each
game, so at least 25 of these
poor little monsters can' get
lost so that their parents can
be paged at least three times
each.

I hope that something can be
done in the future, if no apology is forthcoming for the past,
to repair such a situation, and
to make sure that it doesn't
happen again.
Richard H. Kapp
Class of '70
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Some fan, (who didn't sign
his name) sent us the above
cartoon from last week's X. C.
State Technician. He said he
wanted to see The Tiger reply
to it. We feel that the football
team could do a much better
job than we could and sincerely hope that they do.

spending which amounts to less
than a month's budget in Vietnam. And we must stay in
Vietnam; the president cannot
tell 14,000 parents their sons
were killed in a massive, monumental blunder in the name of
"peace." And we must go into
space; the new industrial state
is committed and when it is
committed the government is
committed, for the two are very
nearly one.
What will this mean to college students and to us on the

outside? Nothing or, at most,
very little.
You, like us, will choose individual goals and find personal release in a woman,
booze or LSD.
We are the elite, the chosen
ones needed by the system. As
college men, we have only to
learn to live with or ignore
our consciences and we can be
comfortable.
And comfortable we must be;
our children will not have the
luxury of the choice.

You get a band on the field as
slowly as possible, perhaps by
having them play a three-minute fanfare before they march
onto the field. Once they get
there and do a five-minute
show, you have 20 or 30 girls
lined up on the field, close
enough to the fans so that it is
possible to tell that they are
girls but not close enough to be
able to tell what they look like,
and call out their names so that
the fans can find out which football player they are sponsoring.
"Then you pull this magnificent float onto the field with a
small tractor or jeep which has
been sufficiently disguised so
that you are not able to say
with any great authority whether it is absolutely a jeep. It is
wise to have the float resemble
a flower such as an orchid,
but to leave enough latitude so
that at least 30 percent of the
fans think it is an albino whale
with its mouth open. This lets
the fans argue about said float
during halftime and completely
ignore what is going on down
on the field.
"When the float has completely circled the field, it is nice
to introduce the young ladies
riding precariously atop it and
give the one in the whale's
mouth or the orchid's mouth or
whatever a bunch of roses or
something.
"Then somebody officiallooking should congratulate
everybody on such a wonder-

ful Homecoming because it's
so nice to be congratulated; the
same fellow should then announce the winners of the crepe
paper displays, because it absolutely wouldn't do for the
winners to be announced before
the game when there was plenty
of time. The winners of the display contest should be appropriate — the moving display
doesn't necessarily have to
move, though.
"Then some old grad who
thinks the name of the place is
demons should make another
speech that nobody is listening
to and the announcer should
make some more announcements that nobody listens to
either.
"While all this is going on,
the drill team that has been
practicing a couple of hours a
day since August should somehow be enticed onto the field
to do their five-minute show
while half the people cheer and
the other half either boo, hiss
or ignore them or anxiously
await the moment when one
poor slob will drop his rifle.
About one minute into this
show, just after the speeches
by the official-looking fellow
and the old grad and the announcer and some other guy
nobody notices, at least one of
the football teams should take
the field, because they came to
play football and they would
look mighty foolish standing
on the widelines for an extra
minute or so and because
there's no room left on the sidelines anyway.
"The drill team should strive
to maintain its composure
somehow. The people looking
for the slob who's getting ready
to drop his rifle should, by this
time, begin to curse a little more
loudly. Just as the drill team's
last man crosses the goal line,
the second half kickoff will
reach the hands of some halfback and the announcer will
quit making announcements
for at least two minutes, since
he's already sold all of the
tickets to the N. C. State game
and only has 54 square inches
of space on the grassy knoll
left to sell.
"That night, roughly the
same 1,500 veterans should
crowd into the same steamy
mess hall to hear about the
same groups do almost the
same show to the same smiling
faces and clapping hands. They
smile because they know at precisely 9 p.m. they are given a
free hand to demolish the decorations, which they do. And
there's always some crushed
little high school senior, usually with long blonde hair, who's
making her date absolutely
miserable because he didn't tear
something down for her.
"AND THEN thewholething
officially dissolves into nothingness—except that all of the
people who spent five sleepless
nights working on it the week
before and five or six more
the week before that have to
go beg their professors for
mercy and are greeted instead
by at least six quizzes. And everybody who did absolutely
nothing to build Homecoming
regales in criticizing it.
"Well," concluded the dull
one, "how'd you like to build a
Homecoming?"
"Naah," said the other two,
"that doesn't sound like any fun
at all."

Letter Scores Antiwar Column;
Says Christianity Is Compatible
I support the war in Vietnam. Vietnam, but he also conThe "advisory action" by the demned all Christian nations
United States is right. Instead who, from the time of Moses,
of violating, it goes along with have fought to remain free. Mr.
human nature. To leave the Whitney obviously twists Jie
people of South Vietnam in such meaning of several "great
a deplorable state would be the sources" including "Thou shalt
immoral action. It is human not kill," in a vain attempt to
nature to go the aid of someone support his ideas. Another of
in trouble, not to ignore them! his examples was, "Do unto
In an article last week, Robert others as you would have them
Whitney said, "That the people do unto you." The United States
of a predominantly Christian is following this rule by being
nation should perpetrate a war in Vietnam. If we were unable
in itself is contradictory. Do to repel Communist Insurgents
the supporters deny their re- trying to overthrow our govligion?" In saying this, Mr. ernment, I am sure that we
Whitney not only attacked the would want help from another
United States involvement in
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free nation or republic.
Mr. Whitney implies that the
rising tide of Communism is of
little concern to the American
people. I suggest that Mr. Whitney read more into the subject
or take a course on Communism. We are not "forgetting
our rich heritage of Americanism just to stop the rising tide
of Communism." Instead, we
are living up to our rich heritage of Americanism by helping to stop the Communists.
When Abraham Lincoln said,
"We cannot do for others what
they should do for themselves,"
I believe that he meant let others
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do their work as long as they
are able to. I do not think that
he meant to ignore the weak. If
Mr. Whitney was to come upon
a person lying on the street
bleeding to death would he take
the man to a hospital or would
he merely pass by the man
thinking that the dying person
should help himself. This is
exactly the situation in Vietnam today. Their republic is
slowly dying! That is the reason
we are in Vietnam, to try and >
give that dying republic a new
lease on life.
The people that write laws
cannot foresee future circumstances. Even the composers of
the United Nations Charter
were human and all humans
make mistakes. Laws cannot
be strictly adhered to in every
case, exceptions must be allowed!
Again, I say that I support
the war; however, I do not
necessarily support the way
that it is being conducted. Icon-,
demn the policy of American
citizens who do not care about
others as long as they are happy and comfortable in their
American society.
If we were to leave Vietnam
and let the communists take
over, we would be letting them
take from the South Vietnamese
people something that is as
precious to them as Mr. Whitney's life is to him. I am referring to their personal free- t
dom; May God let it exist forever!
Lee Holloway
Class of 1970

Debating Team
Places Second
Clemson's novice negative
team placed second in the USC
Debate Tournament last weekend.
John Brock and Harold Wilkinson won against Citadel, West
Point, Wake Forest, and East
Tennessee State University, losing only to Wofford and the
University of Alabama.
The affirmative side was represented by Laurie Holleman,
a freshman participating in her
first intercollegiate debate, and
Rick Oborn. They had a 3-3
record. The Varsity team sent
Hans Feige and Harry Burchstead to compete in switch-side
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Burchstead and Feige will
represent the Varsity team
again this week at Florida State
in a TKA-DSR (national honorary debate fraternity) Tournament.
This will mark the last tournament of the semester.
The club is still accepting
memberships.

A Poem For Clemson Fans

Once upon a time
way back in sixty seven,
came a pack of wolves
from a way up north...
their number was eleven.

Matches Blasted
Rugby at Clemson has been
treated as a joke for far too
long.
The time has come for some
responsible person to champion the cause of a team whose
commendable fighting spirit
and remarkable ability to
adapt rapidly to a crude and
alien game have made them
worthy of serious consideration.

Down into "Death v alley"
came they for the kill,
while a mean striped foe
waited high on the hill.
Thoughts of Sugar and Crown
danced about in their heads,
while the tigers made plans
for mangled wolf shreds!

This article is written in angry
response to Mr. Burrows facetious treatment of his colleagues
in past articles. I can only state
that having watched Clemson
play a fast, open game against
a far more experienced side on
Sunday, and comporting themselves extremely well, Mr. Burrows* reporting is as shoddy
and amateurish as his refereeing of the game.

At last came the command
from a tamer named "Frank,"
Whence these angry striped Bengals
charged straight down the bank.
Crossed the field moved they
in battle formation,
toward a wolf pack-destined
for obliteration!
With cat-like stealth
and violence,
they mauled and chewed
the wolf defense.
At last in valiant wolf attempt
Strained they with all their might
but soon these wolves were bowl-exempt
by a bloody Bengal bite!

When the woods
arsonist strikes,
you get burned..
right in the
pocketbook.

HELP PREVENT
FOREST FIRES

Donna Tumbleston was crowned Homecoming Queen during last week's Homecoming festivities. Miss Tumbleston, a native of North Charleston, is a student at
the University of South Carolina. She was sponsored by the Numeral Society.

Coverage Of Rugby

By JOEL BEXSE
Tiger Columnist

The game against Atlanta is
rapidly becoming something of
a local 'derby'. Enthusiasts will
remember that in the opening
game, a trial match, of the present season, Clemson defeated
the Georgia side 15-0. The following week at Atlanta, the
home side avenged themselves
by defeating Clemson 17-0.

the visitors level after 15 minutes. Two penalty goals, following offenses from the Clemson
side, gave Atlanta both the encouragement they needed and
their second victory, the final
score being 11-5 to Atlanta.
For those who yet remain
vague about the mechanics of
the game, each side consists of
15 players who are expected to
last the whole match on-field.
These players are divided into
a 'pack' of forwards, lusty
specimens whose job it is to do
most of the heavy, pushing
work required to obtain possession of the ball; and 'threequarters' or 'backs', who are
usually slimmer, more mercurial figures, who run and
pass the ball—ever backward
passing, of course—providing
the speed and penetration to
make ground with the ball.
Clemson has a good deal of
talent in both departments. On
Sunday the powerful and aggressive punch provided by the

the

"You have never seen a bullfight picture until you have
seen "The Moment of Truth"
...This picture is probably as
close as you can get to it with-

out becoming a bullfighter
yourself. It is a very remarkable experience and one that
you should not miss if you are
not squeamish in these matters. Unquestionably it isamajor work of art. "—Archer Winsten, New York Post.
"All the raw excitement of the
bullring that anyone could normally require, plus a wealth of
the color and drama in the life
of a young torero... Never have
I seen a motion picture that so
clearly and unrelentingly
shows the whole brutal, bloody
business of the killing of bulls
in the ring as does this virtual
documentary."—Bosley Crowther, New York Times.
"His shots of the bulls, repulsive to some as they may
prove to be, are nothing less

than fantastic. If you have
never seen a bullfight picture
before, Rosi's film is the closest
you'll ever come to the real
thing...You find yourself, via
great close-ups, almost literally on the bull's back, and Its
eyes and its snorts go right
through you...And because the
camera work is unstaged, all
of the splash, splendor and fevered excitement of the arena is
lustily captured...For his protagonist, Rosi has made a magnificent choice in Miguel Mateo
Miguelin. Miguelin, who has
dark, brooding good looks,
expressive eyes and a proud
bearing, does a masterful job."
—Robert Salmaggi, N. Y. Herald Tribune.

Oconee's Innkeeper

SENCONEE MOTEL
Wishes Each of You
A very Happy Thanksgiving,
LET US BE THANKFUL
AND REMEMBER THE REAL PURPOSE
OF THANKSGIVING

Ph one 882-2784

123 By-Pass Seneca, S. C.

goes evep on

Now the songs of Frodo, Bilbo, Sam Treebeard and
Tom Bombadil can be sung or played by all. Donald
Swann, of Flanders and Swann, has, with the assistance and encouragement of Professor Tolkien, set
seven songs from The Lord of The Rings to music.
Each song may be sung individually or taken together
as a group to form a song cycle. The arrangements
are for piano or voice and guitar symbols are given.

$3.95

Special Thanksgiving Sale

poems and songs of middle e^Rth

on
CRAIG TAPE RECORDERS
SYLVANIA 4 MOTOROLA STEREOS
APPLIANCE GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS
Downtown
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forwards gave impetus to the
fleet and agile, if at times, somewhat erratic advance of the
three-quarters. The result was
one of the most exciting and
entertaining games that Clemson has yet played.
The most commendable aspect of the new rugby club is
that they have very rapidly rid
themselves of the excuse that
they are 'beginners'. The complex rules of rugby, both in
the sportive and social spheres,
have been rapidly mastered.
The homicidal tendencies that
emerged in earlier games are
rapidly being curbed. Rugby is
the game for gentlemen and
scholars. (As one disciple explained: "You need a degree to
understand the damned rules.")
Next weekend offers the spectacle of Clemson versus North
Carolina State. You are invited
to be present at this weekly tribute to the arts.
Campbell Scurvy
p.s. The Shah of Persia will
be unable to attend this week's
game in Death Valley, after all.

"The Moment of Truth," a
Spanish film with English subtitles, will be shown on Monday, Nov. 20, at 7 and 9 p.m.
in the CE Auditorium. This
film, directed by Francesco
Rossi, will be shown free of
charge.
Francesco Rossi served a ten
year apprenticeship working
with established directors such
as Visconti (on "La Terra
Trema", "Bellissima"and"Senso"), Luviana Emmer (on
"Una Domenica D'Agosto")
and Antonioni (on "I Vinti").
His first solo film, "La Sfida"
(The Challenge) won a Special Jury Price at Venice (1958),
but his works are largely unknown in the United States.
This quasi - documentary
study of the rise of a bullfighter is a stunning achievement in
its series of reflections on mortality and death. Its story of
poor boy makes good is conventional, but perhaps more effective by being so. Its bullfight sequences are unequalled
-they are bloody and brutal and
at the same time beautiful. They
were shot with hand-held cameras and telephoto lenses resulting in full screen close-up.
The star, Miguel Mayeo
Miguelin, is himself a high
ranking Spanish bullfighter
with a grace and fluidity of
movement no professional actor could have achieved.

& song cycle •• music By
fronalfr swarm • poems
^?By J.R. R.tolkien

Last Sunday in Death Valley,
with avast Homecoming crowd
packing the front row ofbenches of this mighty stadium, Clemson was only narrowly defeated
by a full strength Atlanta side.
The home-team scored first in
fact, but an active rally brought

MARTIN RADIO SERVICE

READ BY J.R.R. TOLKIEN
For his first venture into the recording world Professor
Tolkien has chosen to read from the delightful poems
of Tom Bombadil. On the reverse side William Elvin
sings the songs from The Road Goes Ever On with
Donald Swann at the piano. This record is a must.
Caedmon Record -TC 1231
$5.95

Clemson
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Spanish Bullfight
Film To Be Shown

debating.
Speaker awards were won by
two members of the Clemson
squad. Miss Holleman received
a top ten per cent speaker certificate. Wilkinson received a
trophy for placing fifth in the
novice tournament.

The Bengal's Bite
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Available .»t your eoliege bookston;
HOUGHT0N MIFFL1N COMPANY
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EXCEPTIONAL

VALUES

AND

SAVINGS

JUST ARRIVED!!!
100% Virgin Lambswool V-Neck Pullover Sweaters; Made with the Full
Fashioned "Saddle Shoulder" to Insure Proper Fit. Choose from Many New
Beautiful Colors. Usually Sold for $16.00 and up
Buy NOW at . . .
$9.95

ALSO

NEW SHIPMENT OFBAN-LONS ! ! !

In Seven Colors:
Copper.

Navy, Brown,

Green, Burgundy, Coffee, Gold, and

Unbeatable buy on these Beautiful Full-Fashioned 100% Ban-Lons.
Short Sleeve Roll Collar and Mock Turtleneck . . . $3.95
Long Sleeve Roll Collar
$4.95

keUec
Co\Uq< Au«

LOCATIONS:
UNIVERSITY SHOP, DOWNTOWN CLEMSON, S. C.
100 College Ave., Athens, Go.
76 Fourth St. N.W. Rear, Atlanta, Ga.
The Attic, Auburn, Ala.

I won't
go into business when
I graduate because:
□ a. I'd lose my individuality.
□ b. It's graduate school for me.
□ c. My mother wants me to be a doctor.
Can't argue with c), but before you check
a) or b)—pencils up! There have been some
changes. Drastic changes in the business
scene. But changes in the vox populi attitude
regarding business . . . especially on campus
. .. just haven't kept pace.
Take the belabored point that business
turns you into a jellyfish. The men who run
most of the nation's successful firms didn't
arrive by nepotism, by trusting an Ouija
board, or by agreeing with their bosses. Along
the way. a well-modulated "No" was said.
And backed up with the savvy and guts today's business demands.
In short, individuality is highly prized in
much of the business world-the successful
much. Even when the business is big. Like
Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System.
We provide communications equipment for

our Bell System teammates, the Bell telephone
companies. This takes a lot of thought, decisions, strong stands for our convictions, (and
sometimes some mistakes .. . we're human,
every 160,000 of us).
Individuality pays off. Not only in raises,
but in personal reward as well. Like an engineer who knew deep down that there was a
better way to make a certain wire connector
-and did. Or a WE gal who streamlined timeconsuming office procedures, and saved us
some $63,000 a year.
Rewards and accolades. For saying "No."
For thinking creatively and individually. For
doing.
Not every hour is Fun Hour, but if you've
got imagination and individuality—you've got
it made. With a business like Western Electric.
We'll even help you answer b) with our Tuition Refund program. Come on in and go
for President!

Western Electric
MANUFACTURING & SUPPIY UNIT Of THE BELL SYSTEM
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10th Ranked Wolfpack Invades Death
Valley To Determine Who's #i In ACC
ly two undefeated members. In which could occur. State now
all probability the conference 5-0 in league play could win the
tide will be decided by the final tide out right if they top the Tigers tomorrow. Clemson could
outcome.
This is not definite, because hang on in the ACC if they
there are other possibilities win, but they must still beat

w&flfflg @M0<@m?

8-2 Not Too Bad
J. C. WILSON REALTY

SUITS
SHIRTS
TROUSERS

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
RENTALS

"Sells the Earth"

AT

JUDGE KELLER'S
College Ave., Clemson

Phone CA 4-4120
402 N. Main St.
Anderson, S. C.

South Carolina next week for
the crown. Should Clemson
whip State, and then lose to the
Gamecocks next week, then the
ACC would end up in a three
way tie between State, Clemson
and South Carolina.
The Wolfpack comes into the
game with an 8-1 overall record, while going 5-0 in the conference. This includes a 13-8
loss to Penn State last week.
Clemson is now 4-4 on the
season and 4-0 in the conference. The Tigers have won
three out of their last four.
The series between State and
Clemson dates back to 1899,
and during this time the Tigers
have a 27-10 record against
the Pack. State won last year's
meeting 23-14 at Raleigh, but
Clemson prevailed by a 21-7
count in the last Death Valley
clash.
The Tigers have been lead
offensively by Buddy Gore, and
a resurgent Jimmy Addison.
Each week Addison looks more
like the Addison of old, and the
play of the Tigers has been evident. A strong line headed by
Wayne Mass and Harry
Olszewski have been responsible for much of the success.
The sure hands of Jimmy Abrams, Phil Rogers, Edgar McGee and Hoss Hostetler have
made the passing game what it
is.

about the same defensive alignment that we use. It is called
the Oklahoma, or 5-4 defense.
Unlike many teams that we
have played State does not stunt
very much.
They are very
sound and boast exceptional
strength and size.
The Wolfpack has one of the
best defensive ends in the nation
in Pete Sokalsky. Middleguard
Terry Brookshire was the lineman-of-the-week in the nation
after State's 16-6upsetofHouston. He is very aggressive, and
puts the pressure on the passing
game," said Bass as he continued the scouting report.
He summed up the State defense by saying that they have
the best defensive secondary
that the Tigers will face. Art
McMahon, Bill Morrow, Fred
Combs, and Greg Williams give
them one of the toughest secondaries in the nation. Combs
is one of the nation's leading
punt return men, and he has
taken several back for scores.
The offense is no exception,

and Bass feels that they too are
a fine unit.
He began the report on the offense by saying, "Offensively
State has scored an average of
23 points per game. State uses
more offensive alignments than
any team we have played. So
far the Wolfpack has lined up
in 30 formations, running anything from the I slot left to a
split backfleld."
He continued by adding, "We
will see a great deal of experience on offense, also. In fact,
on both starting teams, nearly
everyone of the seniors are fiveyear men, having been redshirted within the last two
years."
Quarterback Jim Donnan is
a very versatile performer. He
would rather direct a running
attack and depend on tailback
Tony Barchuk and fullbacks
Settle Dockery and Charlie
Bowers as his primary ball
carriers, but he will pass to
ends Harry Martell and Don
Donaldson to keep the defense
loose.

The Clemson defense can not
be overlooked as they have
played fine ball during the entire season.
The defense is
spearheaded by junior linebackers Billy Ware and Jimmy
Catoe. The defensive line is
anchored by tackles John Cagle
and Mike Locklair. Clemson's
secondary is lead by Frank
Liberatore and Richard Luzzi.
N. C. State is a tough team
and their record proves it
Last week against Penn State,
Coach Tom Bass of the Clemson staff was on hand to get
a scouting report, and he was
very impressed by the caliber of
the State club.
Coach Bass said, "The State
defense is the most experienced
that we will face all season."
If All-American tackle Dennis
Byrd starts against Clemson,
and he probably will, the Wolfpack will have nine seniors on
defense. Bass said that even
without Byrd, they would be
the toughest defense that has
met the Tigers yet.
"The Wolfpack runs from

Get
your
bumblebee
degree

Dennis Byrd,
Wolfpack Headhunter

N. First St.

To add some color to campus, get your Official
Dodge Scat Pack Jacket in the official "Dodge Red"
Color—with the
authentic embroidered "bumblebee" design on
front and back.
Send for yours
today.

To help you make the grade, the standard engines
for the Scat Pack include a 340-cu.-in. V8 for the
Dart GTS. And for Charger R T and Coronet R T, a
440 Magnum V8. Or for a more accelerated course,
you can order the optional 426 Hemi.

FILL OUT AND MAIL TO:
Hughes-Hatcher-Suffrin, 1133 Shelby at State,
Detroit, Michigan 48226. Attn.: Mr. Gus Anton.

All three members of the Scat Pack offer distinguishing marks at no extra cost. Bold bumblebee
stripes wrapped around the rear. Or Rallye stripes
along the side. Or if you prefer to be a little more
modest, no stripes at all. It's your choice. Ready for
class? With the Scat Pack, you've got it. Why not sign
up at your nearby Dodge Dealer's and get your
Bumblebee Degree, today?

Tomorrow when the Tigers take the field against
lEarle Edwards Wolfpack, many of us will view the
igame with mixed emotions. For many, it will be
I the last time that we will see a Clemson football
game in Death Valley as students.
So this game has added significance for many
| reasons. Besides probably determining the ACC
1 championship, it will be the last time Clemson
|fans will see 23 seniors in action.
Most of these seniors started Clemson on the vicI tory trail just 2 and a half short years ago when
I they were sophomores, and they've put Clemson
back on the map.
Addison, Olszewski, Mass, Sursavage, Jackson,
IjMcGee, Branton, Craig, Kelley, Ruffner, and
1 Rogers have been the backbone of Clemson foot|ball for 3 seasons now and they will be severely
i missed.
These boys were winners as freshmen as they went
j undefeated, and they have been winners ever since.
I These athletes deserve as much recognition for
I their accomplishments off the field as well as on.
You will never meet any Clemson students who
| are better examples of true Clemson gentlemen
| than Jimmy Addison, Butch Sursavage, Phil Rog| ers, and Jacky Jackson.
It will be hard to visualize the Tigers taking the
| field next fall without The Needle running the show,
| and Olszewski, Mass and Jackson backing him up,
| but to the new crop of Clemson men it will be
nothing unusual.
Although they will never play in Death Valley
1 again, Clemson fans will long remember:
| Jimmy Addison gunning down Virginia, USC,
I and many others, as the Tigers rambled to the
ACC tide in '66.
Mr. Dependable, Phil Rogers pulling in Addison's T. D. pass to drop the Blue Devils 9-6 to
| win homecoming for the Tigers last year, plus a
1 touchdown snag against Carolina that sunk the
Birds.
Harry O. putting the finishing touches on the
| Gamecocks as he turned a fumble into a Tiger T.
I D. as the Tigs romped the birds 35-10.
Jacky Jackson pulling in the winning Addison
I Aerial on his fingertips as the Tigers outscored
| Virginia 40-35 in '66.
Sursavage and Branton teaming up to give the
I Tigers two of the most feared ends in the ACC.
These men and plays are all part of an era in
I Clemson football that will always be remembered
;|by everyone who follow the fortunes of the Tigers
from Clemson.
, Although these seniors have played in many imllportant games in their career, none have been
:|more important than these next two games against
:State and Carolina. They could easily determine
Ihow people will always remember the '67 edition
lof the Clemson Tigers. But win or lose, this bunch
'could hardly be forgotten.

Under New Management

Dodge Coronet R/T

Dodge Dart GTSport

TIGER

TIME DRIVE-IN

;EK
SPECIALS EVERY WEEK
ORDERS TO GO
Seneca, S. C.

Hallowed tradition
of "pinning" a girl is
up-dated by
Sprite bottle caps.

Enroll in one of three exciting classes. Charger R T,
Coronet R T, or Dart GTSport. Each has its own distinctive sporty style, but all three have a lot in common. Like automatic transmissions, wide-tread red
line tires, special handling packages, and a long list
of other standard and optional features.

THE

By Bill Smith
TIGER Sports Editor

By SAM COPE LAND
Assistant Sports Editor
Tomorrow at 2 p.m. Death
Valley will be sight of the ACC
game of the year as Clemson's
Tigers play host to the N. C.
State Wolfpack in a contest that
brings together the league's on-

9w

TRAILING

Enclosed is a check or money order (made payable to
Hughes-Hatcher-Suffrin) for S
to cover cost of
jackets at S9.95 each. Available sizes: S, M,
L. XL. XXL. (Add 4% sales tax for delivery in Michigan.;
Name

According to an independent survey (we took it
ourselves), a startling new practice is becoming
widespread on some college campuses.
Suddenly, fraternity men are no longer "pinning"
the lovely young things that catch their eye.
Instead, they reach for a bottle of tart,
nglmg Sprite--and proceed to "cap"
their affections.
Why has this
come about?
Perhaps because
of what happens
when you go
through the ceremony of opening V a bottle of Sprite.
It fizzes! Roars! Buzzes! Tingles! Bubbles!
All of which makes for a much more moving moment
than to simply "pin" a girl.
Then, too, the intimacy of two people engaged
in the act of opening a bottle of Sprite in itself
leads to strong emotional involvement.
Capped off, of course, by the sharing of a
few moments of delicious abandon. (Tasting the
tingling tartness of Sprite, that is.)
The beauty of the idea is that if the course
of true love does not run smooth, you don't have
to go to the trouble of getting back your pin.
You just buy another bottle of Sprite

Stand fast
in Bass Weejuns!
Ride it out . . . wait tor Bass Weejuns® moccasins
at your nearby college store or shoe shop.
Only Bass makes Weejuns.
G. H. Bass & Co.,

Main St.,

J

Wilton, Maine 04294.

Harper's 5&10
Clemson Souvenirs
Clemson Tigers
Clemson Imprinted Shirts
Remember: Harper's Sells It
For Less

Size

Address
City

L.

Downtown

Clemson
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Clemson To Headline At
The "Cockpit" Next Week
By ZOG
Editor At Large
Next Saturday the Clemson
Tigers travel to Columbia for
their annual clash with the
South Carolina Gamecocks.
This game could decide the
ACC championship, as there
are several possibilities for the
title.
Regardless of the bearing of
the game on the conference title,
it promises to be an exciting
contest, because of the intense
rivalry that has existed since
1896.

Tigers Romp In Last Half
For Fourth Conference Win
By DAVE CHRISTOPHKIi
Sports Writer
Clemson's Tigers, after playing almost three quarters of dull
football, exploded late in the
game for three touchdowns and
thrashed Maryland 28-7.
The inspired Terps, still looking for their first win of the season, played the Tigers on even
terms during the first half. The
score at intermission was 7-7,
and the Homecoming crowd of
28,000 was wondering if the
Tigers, a 24 point favorite,
would be able to manage a victory.
The Tigers were unable to
move the first time they got the
ball, but later in the first quarter drove 80 yards. Jacky Jackson carried over from the four.
Art Craig made the extra point
to put the Tigers ahead 7-0.
The Terrapins came back
quickly to tie the score. After
returning the kickoff to the
Maryland 40, the Terps drove
60 yards with tailback Paul
Fitzpatrick flipping a two yard
pass to end Billy Gillespie for
the six-pointer.
Maryland tailback Ralph
donofrio ran roughshod over
the Tiger defense all afternoon,
picking up 123 yards in 26
carries. He was overshadowed,
however, by Clemson's talented
tailback Buddy Gore, who
scampered for 127 yards in
18 carries.
The afternoon's effort for
Gore pushed him into the ACC
rushing lead as he surpassed
Warren Muir of USC. Gore has
gained 758 yards in 8 games
and is ranked twelfth in the
nation in rushing.
The
Tigers began their
charge by driving 30 yards late
in the third period. Fullback
Ricky Medlin crashed over
from the one to score the first
touchdown of his career.
It was Gore who put the game
away for the Tigers. Getting excellent blocking from the left

side of the line, he sprinted 38
yards to the end zone for his
longest run from scrimmage
on the season.
Clemson's second team came
in with only three minutes left
in the game and drove 81 yards
for the final touchdown. Quarterback Billy Ammons passed
to receivers Perry Waldrep and
Ron Miller for nice gains. Tailback Charlie Tolley did most
of the running. It was Tolley
who turned rightend from three
yards out for the score.

Senior signal caller, Jimmy
Addison, enjoyed another fine
afternoon as he completed 13
of 19 passes for 137 yards.
Addison is now only 169 yards
shy of third place among the
all-time Clemson total offense
leaders.
The win evened Clemson's
record at 4-4 with all wins being over conference foes. The
Tigers are still in contention for
their second straight conference
crown.

Tiger Tailback Buddy Gore

Garden State, Chi Eagles,
Deacs Shaping Up As Best
By VAX KING
Sports Writer
Four league championships
have been decided and four
teams remain undefeated as the
intra-mural football season
comes to the holiday break.
In the championship games
played on Wed., Nov. 15, Garden State swept Dillon County
under the carpet 19-0, the Deacs
topped
Greenwood County
18-0, C-7 outlasted the Numeral Society Romans 12-9, and
the Phi Kapps beat A-7 13-0.
In other big games played
this week the SKE's shut out
B-9 14-0 and the Chi Eagles
beat Alpha Gamma 34-0. The
Eagles are undefeated after four
games and will clash with F-5
for the league championship
on Friday.
When classes resume after the
holidays, the playoffs will begin
for the season championship.
The top ten this week are:
1. SKE Blues
2. Garden State
3. Chi Eagles
4. Deacs
5. Phi Kapps

'

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

C-7
Numeral Soc. Reds
D-6
F-5
Chester County

Pep Rally
The pre-Carolina game pep rally will be Monday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Amphitheatre. Gray Walsh, former Clemson cheerleader and Student Body President, will preach Gator Farr's famous funeral
sermon from a phonebook. The Tiger band will
play the funeral march as the fowl bird is carried
to the bonfire and cremated. This will be the only
pep rally before the Clemson-Carolina game.

Sailing Team Places First
The Clemson sailing team
traveled to Charleston last
weekend to enter the College of
Charleston Invitational Regatta.
Five schools were represented in this last regatta of the season.
The other entrants were USC,
toavidson, Citadel, and the College of Charleston.
The team from Clemson was
made up of Skipper Leo Waldo
and crew Roman Folk in the
A division, and Chris Slack
and Rick Trapp in the B division.
Leo Waldo of Clemson won
the first race by a large mar-

gin. Chris Slack placed third
in his race.
This left Clemson in a tie
with USC. Waldo finished second in his next race, and Slack
won his race. After that, Clemson was in the lead to stay.
The Tigers won the Regatta
by five points. The Citadel finished second, and USC was
third. Davidson came in fourth
and the College of Charleston
was last.
The sailing team travels to
USC for a team race next week.
This will be a true test of the
Clemson team. USC has improved greatly, and the Birds
will be looking for their first
win over Clemson.

Soccer
By JIM OWENS
Sports Writer
The Clemson soccer team
came back from Raleigh Saturday with a 4-3 victory over N.
C. State and an assured fourth
place in the ACC. Fourth position in the conference gives
Clemson 5 points towards the
Carmichael Cup.
The Tigers overall record
now stands at four wins and
four defeats with three nonconference games remaining on
the schedule. The victory over
N. C. State was greatly needed
although the Tiger team sustained three costly injuries to the
starting team.
The Tigers opened the scoring against the Wolfpack after
4:17 had elapsed in the first
quarter. The score came when
right inside Mark Rubich
passed
to leftwing Byron
"Swede" Anzen, who pumped a
25-yard shot into the upper
lefthand corner of the goal.
N. C. State came back late in
the first quarter on a miscue
by the Clemson defense which
awarded the Wolfpack a penalty shot. State's centerforward
Van Boverkamp tied the game
with a successful penalty shot
at 11:21 in the first quarter.
With less than a minute to
play in the first quarter, the
Tiger boosters moved ahead on
a fast break-away by the diminutive Equadorian - flash
Leo Serrano, who very swiftly slipped the ball by the N.
C. State goalie.
After 7:31 in the second quarter, the Tigers built a little insurance on a lead pass from
left halfback Bruce Pinto to
Rubich who cashed in on the
assist. On the play, however,
Rubich suffered a knee injury
which will keep him out of the
line-up for the rest of the season.
When Pete Verdee leaped high
into the air to score the final
goal for the Tigers the Clemson team had clinched the victory. Then the Tigers pulled
back on defense to preserve
their first ACC win.
After the game Coach Ibrihim remarked that his team
played a good hustling gamemaybe not their best defensive
game of the year—but a game
which made the trip home a
very happy one.
Coach
Ibrihim also remarked that his goalie Paul
Smith played the finest game
he had seen played by a Clemson goalie.

Since the series first began
there have been 64 games
played, and Clemson has won
37 while losing 23. Three of
the games have ended in a tie,
but only one of those was a
scoreless tie, and that occurred
in 1945.
The game used to be part of
the State Fair Week, and was
known as Big Thursday. This
ended in 1959, and the following year, the series was played
on a home and home basis.
Clemson has a 3-1 record
against Carolina in Death Valley.
As of now the Gamecocks
are 5-3 overall and 4-1 in the
conference. They are assured of
their first winning season in the
ACC in five years. Carolina
had a winning season two years
ago, but they had to forfeit all
of their games because of rules
infractions.
Head Coach Paul Dietzel is
in second year at South Carolina, and following last year's
dismal 1-9 record, he seems
pretty certain to have at least
a break even season, which is
about all that can be expected.
They play Alabama tomorrow,
before they tangle with the Tigers next week.

Cocks on theshortendofa21-0
count. Another jaunt down into
Florida proved that the Gamecocks should stay in the state
and play teams with the exception of Clemson.
Virginia came into the "Cockpit" and scared the Roosters
for three quarters, before finally bowing to the Gamecocks by
a 24-23 score. Dietzel's charges
then romped by winless Maryland 31-0 in a game that was
all Carolina from the opening
kickoff.
The Gamecocks were getting
up a head of steam that only a
rioting mob could stop, and the
glory bubble bursts in WinstonSalem two weeks ago when
Wake Forest upset the Carolina Express 35-21. "Poor
Mouth Paul" claimed that his
boys played under extreme duress, but the only threat that
night was from the Demon
Deacons.
Now the Gamecocks must
prepare for two tough ones.
They play Alabama's Crim-

son Tide tomorrow, and close
out the season against Clemson next week. Apparently Dietzel is not sweating either of them
as he is busy hurrying around
trying to make an addition to
the "Cockpit."
The offense for the Gamecocks features the running of
fullback Warren Muir and halfback Ben Garnto. Mike Fair is
a constant threat to run, and
he is considered as a good
roll-out type passer. They lost
Benny Galloway before the season opened, but the Gamecocks
have come up with other replacements for him.
Curtis Williams, Don Reeves,
and Rudy Hollaman have been
in at the halfback spot for Galloway, and they have done
good jobs at times. Williams,
the jack-of-all-trades in the
Carolina backfield, has also
helped out at fullback when
Muir was injured, and if the
need arises he can also call the
signals.
The offensive line is led by

60
61
61
63
63
69
70

Carolina dominated the first
fifteen seconds of the Duke game
and came away with a 21-17
win in a thriller. Columbia was
in pandemonia, and it looked
as though the "Gutty Gamecocks" might go all the way.
This dream was quickly halted as a trip to Athens found the

Buddy Gore turns Carolina end last year for
good gain as Tigers romped to 35—10 win

Clemson-Carolina Clash Provides
Excitement On And Off The Field
By GARY CLARY
Sports Feature Writer
Carolina
Stadium, better
known as "the WORLD'S
LARGEST TAVERN WITH
THE
WORLD'S WORST
FLOOR SHOW," will be the
scene next Saturday as the
classy Clemson Tigers travel
to the Capitol City to take on
the South Carolina Gamecocks.

The Tigers will be the finest
team to grace the Columbia
turf this year and consequently the "Cockpit," as Carolina
faithful have named the stadium, will be sold out for the
first time since the Tigers played
there two years ago.
Fans from across the state

will be on hand to see if the
Birds can make a better showing than they did last year in
Death Valley as the Royal Bengals of Coach Frank Howard
rolled to an expected 35-10
romp.
The Tigers will be gunning

for their thirty-eighth victory
in the series which dates back
to 1896. The Gamecocks won
the first encounter 12-6, and it
seems that they have never recovered fromthe shock of beating the superior men from the
up-country and after Tiger victories in 1897 and 1898 the
Fowls have trailed in the series.
Both
teams
are going
through surprising seasons.
People are surprised that the
Gamecocks have won the
games that they have, and the
Tigers are only now playing
up to their pre-season expectations. The Gamecocks are
hoping for a winning season
but unless they salvage a win
against the Crimson Tide of
Alabama all the demented
Fowls can hope for is a break
even mark.
The Gamecock offense is led
by West Point drop-out Warren
Muir, who led the ACC in rushing until last weekend. Buddy
Gore, the talented Tiger tailback, took the lead from Muir
with a 129-yard effort against
Maryland.
The Bird defense has not
given up a touchdown through
the air ways because most
teams have decided to sharpen
their rushing games against the
hapless Birds.
The game in Columbia will
pit the Baron of Barlow Bend,
Frank Howard, against "Pepsodent" Paul Dietzel in their
second meeting since Dietzel
came to the graveyard of football coaches. A win over "Smiling" Paul would assure the
Baron of a winning record
against Dietzel since a coach
only lasts on the average of
three years at the Columbia institution.

1
1
3
3
9
10

Bowling
The Clemson Bowling Team
has been selected after a bowloff of 12 games. From the thirty-two people who entered the
elimination tournament six
were selected. These are the av-

erages:
1. Jay Gully
2. BUI Reynolds
3. Ed Bailey
4. Tom Smith
5. Harold Reiter
6. Buck Boyd

> -

The season in the words of
Dietzel had been "tremendous".
The Gamecocks opened by
overpowering an outmanned
Iowa State team by a score of
34-3. That was followed by a
16-10 come-from-behind victory over North Carolina.

Tally
120
119
119
117
117
111
110

On defense the Gamecocks
are led by linebackers Bob Cole
and Tim Buice. Middle guard
"Mudcat" Grant is also a demon
tackier and is second on the
team in tackles. Ron Bunch
provides back-up help at all
of thesepositions. Thedefensive
line is anchored by tackles Joe
Komoroski and Don "Toothpick" Somma. Other men in the
line include junior sensation
Gene Schwarting at left end and
promising sophomore Dave
Lucas at right end.

.3

We Pick Em

Smith
Copeland
Christopher
ZOG
Thompson
Dellinger
Owens

tackles Bob Weymeyer and Bob
Mauro. The loss of guard Tom
Winguard hurt the Game Birds,
because Winguard was the best
blocker on the team. Center
Jimmy Gobble spearheads the
line, and end Freddie Zeigler is the leading receiver in the
conference, and he is only a
sophomore. The other end is
Johnny Gregory, who is very
small but rates high in the
blocking percentage.

After the Gamecocks won
their first three games of the
year, the publicity was not hard
to find. Since the Birds have
lost games to Georgia, Florida State, and lowly Wake Forest, Dietzel has taken public relations into his own hands.

185
181
180
179
178
178

The tentative schedule is U.
Va. Dec. 14th, Knoxville Invitational Tournament Feb. 5,
Virginia
Military,
Citadel,
USC, and College of Charleston.

Gamecock Quarterback Mike Fair will lead
birds in Clemson-Carolina game

The big Clemson-Carolina
game will give the Tigers and
the Gamecocks a chance to
prove just who is the best team
in the ACC and the state. People
at Clemson have no doubts because the battle will show one
thing: Tigers still enjoy Bird
meat even after Thanksgiving.
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Arch. Courses Set

Campus News

The School of Architecture
will present two new courses in
the History of Art and Architecture during the spring term of
1968.

CU Hosts IEEE Meet
The South Carolina section of
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers will hold
a technical conference at Clemson University on Friday,
Nov. 17. More than 100 members are expected to attend this
sectional meeting, which will be
hosted by Clemson's department of electrical engineering.
Four guest speakers will
speak at the session. Keynote
speaker for the banquet Friday
night will be Walter K. MacAdam, president of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers and vice president,
government communications,
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. His topic will be "The
Future of an Engineering Society. "
AFROTC CADETS
Clemson
University
Air
Force ROTC advanced cadet
of the month is Cadet Lt. Col.
Thomas W. Duke of Bishopville, a senior history major.
Cadet Duke serves as wing inspection officer for the current
semester. He is a member of
the flight instruction program
and a distinguished ROTC cadet.
A sophomore economics major from Asheboro, N. C,
Cadet M. Sgt. Robert N. Shelton is basic cadet of the month.
He is sergeant of Second Squadron, Second Group, and a staff
member of Clemson's PR
Fourth Regimental Headquarters.
ECONCLUB
The Economics Club will
have a business meeting on
Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 7 p.m.
in Sirrine Hall. All members
must be present as there will
be nominations for officers and
the Taps pictures will be made.
Any member not attending will
not have, his picture in the club's
section of Taps.
THE BARN
The Six Pac from Greenville

will play for a dance at the
Barn on Saturday, Nov. 18,
from 8-12 p.m. Free transportation to and from the dance
will be provided, leaving from
Manning Hall and from the
YMCA at 7:45 p.m.
POULTRY CAREERS
Junior and senior high school
students throughout the state
are invited to participate in
Clemson University's Poultry
Industry Career Day on Saturday, Nov. 18. The program includes laboratory tours, discussions with faculty about admission requirements, about
jobs and salaries, and about
curriculum.
Students will be guests of the
S. C. Poultry Improvement Association at a chicken barbecue
in the afternoon and at the
Clemson-N. C. State football
game. Students are urged to
discuss additional details with
their local vocational agriculture teacher or county agent.
MANUSCRIPTS NEEDED
The Calhoun Literary Society is collecting material now
for a literary yearbook. Fiction, poems, essays, and all
kinds of literature are needed.
Manuscripts may be brought
to the Society meetings at 8
p.m. in the English Lounge or
may be left with Dick Kerrigan
in F-227 or with Nina Dulin
in 10-B-3, Manning Hall.
C SQUARE DELEGATION
On Monday, Nov. 27, there
will be a deputation from Columbia College at the YMCA.
Further information will be
provided at a later date.
LITTLE THEATRE
TRYOUTS
The Clemson Little Theatre
will have tryouts for their next
play, "A Man for All Seasons,"
on Sunday, Nov. 19, at 2 p.
m. at the YMCA. Eleven men
are needed.

Lee Gallery Photos
Have Dams, Earthworks
(Continued from page 2)
The earthworks shown range
from canals and dykes in
Europe to a man-made island
for an off-shore coal mine in
Kyushu, Japan, to a ski jump
stadium, built for the Olympic
Games at Innsbruck, Austria.
Another section is devoted to
bridges and viaducts: sixteen
examples illustrate examples of
varied
construction — suspension bridges like the recently completed three-milelong
Verrazano - Narrows
Bridge, the longest of its kind,
or like the unusual bridges at
Dusseldorf or Cologne; concrete arch bridges like the
famous structures by Freyssinet and Maillart, or the
Sando Bridge, the longest arch
in concrete to date; cantilever
structures of prestressed beams
like the five-and-one-half-milelong Urdaneta Bridge over the
Laguna de Maracaibo.
The section on roads shows
the complex Carquinez Bridge
approach in California, ele-

vated roadways in Germany
and England, or at Fort Worth,
Texas.
The instruments at architectural scale include the radio
telescope in West Virginia, with
a 300-foot diameter, the tallest
movable antenna to date; the
Ballistic Missile Early Warning
System antenna in Greenland;
and the world's highest—a 2,063-foot high television antenna in North Dakota.
Many of the projects areclosely allied to architecture. Mr.
Drexler points out: "Engineers
have usually been regarded as
artists in the craft sense only.
Their work has been admired
for the excitement of its often
monumental scale, and for its
boldness and simplicity of design. Architects have sought to
emulate these qualities and,
more important, have tried to
make the art of architecture as
rational and functionally objective as the art of engineering. " V

He has specially-designed Life Insurance Plans to fit your needs. See him
when he calls. Your friend for life.

ANDY DOWLING
Clemson '63.
P.O. Box 1382 — Phone 646-3657

representing

L

Southwestern Life
INSURANCE COMPANY • DALLAS • SINCE 1303

For Your Big Weekend Needs Shop

MENS

VERNON
HODGES will
teach Architecture 512 as "an
introduction to the art and arch-itecture of the Far East." It will
use Sherman Lee's new one-volume history of Asian art as a
text. The course should be of
substantial interest to students
of history.
MARJORIE
SCHREIBER
will teach Architecture 511 as
a consideration of the changing
moods and directions of the visual arts in the 19th and 20th
centuries. Students interested in
the history and literature of recent centuries should find this
course a useful corollary to
their studies.

MATH POLICY CHANGE
All mathematics professors
and instructors at Clemson
University are reminded that
math department policy no
longer requires the administration of quizzes to students during the class periods immediately before and after holidays.
The actions of all instructors
and professors in the department of mathematics should be
such as to reflect this change.

JESUS A HIPPIE?
S. C. State College will hold
a panel discussion — "Would
Jesus be a Hippie if He Were
Here Today?"—on Wednesday,
Nov. 29, at the Christian Activities Hut on their campus in
Orangeburg.
Take 1-26 to the Orangeburg
Highway 301 exit, go into town
to the second traffic light and
turn right. Once on campus,
ask any student for directions.

Methodist Church Dedication
(L. to R.) Bishop Paul Hardin, Jr., Rev. C. J. Lupo, and District Superintendent
Rev. J. H. Martin. (Photo by Hodges)

New WSBF Programming
Set After Thanksgiving
By DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Staff Writer

SUBSCRIPTION
Anyone wanting a second semester subscription for himself,
his girl, or his mother may get
one simply by coming up to
The Tiger office on the ninth
level of the Student Center. Our
mailing address is The Tiger,
Box 2097, C.U., Clemson, S.
C. 29631. A slight charge of
$2.00 must accompany the request.
STAFF
Writers, hard workers, and
pretty girls are urgently needed
to work on Clemson's best
weekly newspaper. Applicants
should come by the office on
the ninth level of the student
center Sun., Mon., Tues., or
Wed. nights.

Any student organization
wishing to have an item appear in Campus News on Friday of a given week must have
the announcement delivered to
The Tiger office no later than
8 p.m. Wednesday ofthatweek.

WSBF, the student broadcasting facility, has announced new
experimental programming.
They plan to split stations
every night during the period
from Monday to Thursday following Thanksgiving. From
10 p.m. to 12 midnight each
night, FM will carry the regular program, Stardust, while
AM will carry popular or Rock
and Roll music.
The idea was introduced by
WSBF senior staffer Bob Shelton, who said, "This is being
done so as to ascertain whether
or not the students desire Rock
and Roll music at night."
The announcers will be Bob
Shelton, Toby Chapman, Skip
Williams, Bob Knowles, and
Jeff Pringle.
Shelton said that the difficulty involved in finding personnel to help run a split station was the main obstacle. He
also said that WSBF is currently awaiting permission from the
Federal Communication Commission to boost FM power
from 10 to 5000 watts.
Students are encouraged to

(Continued from page 3)

Once I recovered from my
encounter with the girl I cautiously made my way to my
room. Holy, I couldn't believe
it. Some girl was in my bed
and another stranger was in
my roommate's bed. About that
time my roommate appeared,
so we decided to wake the girls
and at least get half of the bed.
I crawled in and prepared to
get some sleep. About 30 minutes later the girl evidently started dreaming. She started muttering sweet nothings into my
ear. "Uh, oh," I thought, "This
has got to go." Before I could
manage to scramble out of bed
she was attempting to passionately embrace me. It was loads
of fun sleeping under my desk.
The next morning my strange
bed fellow got up and told me
that she had dreamed "her"
Jimmy had asked her to marry
him. I didn't want to embarrass the poor girl so I calmly
replied, "Ibelieve it."

SENECA

Somebody must have really
gotten tight. I opened the door
to the "john" and, well, actually it isn't necessary to have
two to the flush. Gross out.
Putting on makeup in the
"head" was impossible.

-

WSBF-CCAM 600 KC.

"The Best In Music— 24 Hours a Day. EVERY Day"
Live Programming:
Monday thru Friday—
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM- -"Timekeeper"
12:00 PM to 1:00 PM— 'Master Control News"
1:00 PM to 5:00 PM— "The Super Score Survey"
5:00 PM to 8:00 PM— 'Downbeat"
8:00 PM to 8:15 PM— 'Master Control News"
8:15 PM to 10:00 PM— 'Nitebeat"
10:00 PM to Midnite — 'Stardust"
Saturday—
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM— 'Timekeeper"
Noon
to 9:00 PM—"The Great 88"
9:00 PM to Midnite — Offbeat"
Sunday—
12:30 PM to 1:00 PM—' Lifeguides"
1:00 PM to 4:00 PM—' Concert in High Fidelity"
4:00 PM to 7:00 PM—' Sunday Cavalcade"
7:00 PM lo 8:00 PM—' Sounds of the 20th Century"
8:00 PM to 8:15 PM—' Master Control News"
8:15 PM to 10:00 PM—' Nitebeat"
10:00 PM to Midnite —' Stardust"

THE VH NON-ORIGINALS
proudly announce that they
are making personalized psychedelic name buttons. You
can place your order! in E410 or E-504. Cost? At the
present only $.25.

Working wife needs ride to
Anderson Mon.-Fri. Call 646,7237.
Need bread? Distribute psychedelic posters, etc. Write to
The Joyce James Co., Ltd.,
734 Bay St., San Francisco,
Calif. 94109.
December Grads — Portrait
Specials,
Bashnan Studios,
downtown Clemson, 654-5883.

NEWS—Generally on-the-hour

All home and away basketball and football games covered
WSBF-FM—"South Carolma'i 24-Hour FM Station"

Sure
enough
they had
trapped her into listening to
their stories.
My roommate
and I were used to it; the high
schooler trying to impress us
with a cigarette and tales of
wild parties and booze. I
thought we were going to have
to carry one little girl out of our
room after she had evidently
inhaled her first cigarette.

By the time Sunday rolled
around we were all on the verge
of committing suicide. After we
My trip to the "head " proved had waved goodbye to our
to be a sincere, traumatic ex- guests we collapsed on our beds
perience. There were muddy and wept for joy that one more
foot prints even on the wall. swinging weekend was over.

ORDER YOUR RINGS BEFORE DECEMBER 15

Distributors for S. S. Pierce of Boston
IMPORTED SALAMI

IMPORTED CHEESE
AT

BEVERAGES OF ALL KINDS
Phone 226-2144

Anderson, S. C.

WSBF-FM 88.1 MC.

For Sale: Nikkormat Camera
F/2 50mm lens with case,
$180.00. F-348. Phone 6549955.

The bathroom had been a
true traumatic experience and
I was ready for a rest. As I
rounded the corner I could
hear laughter and fake voices.
"E-gad the foreigners have my
poor roommate."

■

506 N. Murray Ave.

WSBF Program Notes

To place a classified ad,
phone TIGER ofiice, Ext. 274,
or stop in at the ofiice from
5-7 Mon. or Tues.
Rtes are $.15/line (25 letters/line), minimum of 3 lines.
$.10 extra/line for bold print
1st line.
No advertiser may cite alcoholic beverages or tobacco.

The mirrow was more dabs
of dried makeup than mirror.
After attempting to put on my
makeup, I gave up and decided
to take a bath. Uck, I could
have peeled the dirty ring from
around the bath tub. That was'
out, so I settled for brushing
my teeth and using the mirror
in my room.

Candy Stripe Delicatessen

KOSHER MEATS

tivities. A poll will be taken by
the station after the experimental period.

Classified Ads

SPORTS—Weekdays—7:45 & 8:45 AM, 12:55, 8:10 8c
11:05 PM
Saturdays—7:45 & 8:45 AM, Midnite
Sundays—8:10 & 11:05 PM

Coed Bemoans
WHILE CALMLY walking
to my room, some girl with
white glob all over her face
ran head on into me. Head on
was right too, she got the glob
all over my sweater. There went
a good portion of my allowance to the cleaners.

submit opinions to WSBF concerning this special programming , and other WSBF ac-

The course in Asian art has
successful completion of Architecture 413 as a prerequisite,
but students who performed
well in Architecture 403 or in
other relevant courses (for instance, History 331) may apply to Professor Hodgesforadmission to the course.

AUGUST GRADS

SHOP

CLEMSON

RING ORDERS
August graduates may order
their rings at L. C. Martin
Drug Store through Dec. 15.

The course in Asian art will
be taught as a seminar, to be
arranged later. Although the
Modern Art course is listed as
MWF at 11 a.m., it is anticipated that an agreeable block
of hours for an evening seminar will be arranged at the
convenience of those enrolled.
The prerequisite for "Modern
Art" is successful completion of
Architecture 413 or completion
of Architecture 403 with a "B"
or better grade. Students with a
good background in such fields
as modern history or literature
may apply to Miss Schreiber
for permission to enroll. These,
courses will probably not be
repeated within the next few
years.
The School of Architecture
will also offer a general introduction to studio art in the fall
of 1968 whose prerequisite will
be Architecture 403.
This spring, Architecture 403
will have two hours devoted to
lectures on the nature and history of art, while the third hour
will be conducted in small discussion sections where principles of visual analysis will
be studied through the practice
of analysis.

L. C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
Downtown

Clemson

You are the only person who can answer
that question.
To do it, you should know as much as possible about
the 150 new plant units Du Pont has built since
the end of World War II. You'd then choose from one of
the many lively fields of interest at Du Pont:
design, construction, production, marketing, research
and process improvement (to name just a few).
Involvement starts the day you join. There is no
training period. You go into responsible work right away.
Your professional development is stimulated by
real problems and by opportunities to continue your
academic studies under a tuition refund program.
You work in small groups where individual
contributions are quickly noted and appreciated.
The work is significant, and of benefit to society.
You're part of the most exciting technical environment
available today and tomorrow, and facilities and
associates are the best.
How could you fit in? Why not sign up for a chat with
a Du Pont interviewer and find out? The coupon will
also bring you more information about us.
Finally, what is Project X?
We don't know yet. Could be we're
waiting for you to tell us.

I

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
Nemours Building 2500-2
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
Please "send me the Du Pont Magazine along with
the other magazines I have checked below.
D
□
□
D

Chemical Engineers at Du Pont
Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont
Engineers at Du Pont
Du Pont and the College Graduate

Name
Class-

-Major-

■
-Degree expected-

College
My addressCity

-State-

-Zip Code-

,

'
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